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Inter-individual differences in antidepressant drug concentrations attained in blood may

limit the efficacy of pharmacological treatment of depressive disorders. Therapeutic

drug monitoring (TDM) enables to determine drug concentrations in blood and adjust

antidepressant dosage accordingly. However, research on the underlying assumption

of TDM, association between concentration and clinical effect, has yielded ambiguous

results for antidepressants. It has been proposed that this ambiguity may be caused

by methodological shortcomings in studies investigating the concentration-effect

relationship. Guidelines recommend the use of TDM in antidepressant treatment as

expert opinion. This reflects the lack of research, particularly systematic reviews and

meta-analyses of randomized controlled trials, on the relationship between concentration

and effect as well as on the benefits of the use of TDM in clinical practice. In this study, a

systematic review and meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials has been performed

to investigate the relationship between antidepressant concentration, efficacy, and side

effects. It is the first meta-analytical approach to this subject and additionally considers

methodological properties of primary studies as moderators of effect in quantitative

analysis. Our results identified methodological shortcomings, namely the use of a flexible

dose design and the exclusion of concentrations in lower- or subtherapeutic ranges,

which significantly moderate the relationship between antidepressant concentration

and efficacy. Such shortcomings obscure the evidence base of using TDM in clinical

practice to guide antidepressant drug therapy. Further research should consider these

findings to determine the relationship between concentration and efficacy and safety of

antidepressant treatments, especially for newer antidepressants.

Systematic Review Registration: https://www.crd.york.ac.uk/prospero/display_

record.php?RecordID=246149, identifier: CRD42021246149.
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INTRODUCTION

Depressive disorders are among the most frequent and disabling
diseases worldwide. Estimates on the 12-month prevalence
indicate a global percentage of 3.76% across all age groups
and sexes (1). Among psychiatric illnesses, depressive disorders
account for the highest number of disability-adjusted life
years (DALYs) (1). Treatment recommendations for depressive
disorders include psychotherapy and psychopharmacotherapy.
There is substantial evidence for the efficacy of antidepressant
drug treatment (2), which has been confirmed in a recent
extensive meta-analysis (3). However, numbers on the response
rates in trials have been estimated at only 50–60% (4).
Furthermore, estimates on treatment adherence vary greatly
between 40 and 90% (5). To enhance treatment efficacy, methods

have been developed to consider the high degree of individuality
in antidepressant treatment, focusing on the individual situation
of patients. These methods are referred to collectively as
“precision medicine” or “personalized medicine” (6). One
aspect that has been highlighted in antidepressant research
is a substantial pharmacokinetic variability of antidepressant
medications. For several substances, concentrations in blood
have been shown to vary more than 20-fold between individuals
(7). Therapeutic drug monitoring (TDM), as a tool of
precision medicine, considers this variability by measuring drug
concentrations in blood (serum or plasma) and thus provides
guidance for individualized dosing strategies. TDM is applied
in routine care in the treatment of multiple somatic diseases,
including epilepsy, infectious diseases, and cardiovascular
diseases, as well as following organ transplantation (8). In
psychiatric care, TDM is compulsory for lithium treatment,
due to the narrow therapeutic range and the risk for
severe adverse effects (9). Regarding antidepressant agents,
recommendations for TDM have been stated for tricyclic
antidepressants (TCAs) due to their cardiotoxic potential
(9). Notably, this recommendation rather aims at improving
treatment safety than efficacy.

However, expert based guidelines for TDM use in
antidepressant treatment do not recommend TDM as standard
of care (2). The reason for this is limited evidence on the
basic assumption of TDM, namely an association between
concentration and clinical effects for both, treatment efficacy
and safety (10). For TCAs, systematic reviews were able to
demonstrate a significant relationship between concentration
and clinical improvement (11, 12). The situation differs
profoundly for selective serotonin reuptake-inhibitors (SSRIs)
and selective serotonin-noradrenaline reuptake-inhibitors
(SSNRIs), the most frequently prescribed drugs in the treatment
of depression today (13). Mitchell (14) reviewed research
on a potential pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic (PK-PD)
relationship in non-tricyclic antidepressants, summarizing
that it was not possible to obtain reliable evidence for a
significant relationship between concentration and clinical
effects. Other reviews investigating a potential association
between antidepressant concentration and clinical effects have
reported similar conclusions, with affirmations for an association
between clinical outcomes with TCAs and heterogeneous

findings in the investigation of SSRIs/SSNRIs and other non-
tricyclic antidepressants (15–21). An overview of reviews on the
subject from 1977 to today is given in Supplementary Table 1.

Notably, conclusions which can be drawn from reviews and
meta-analyses strongly depend on the quality of primary studies.
It has been argued that methodological shortcomings in primary
studies may account for the heterogeneity of evidence on the
PK-PD relationship of antidepressant drugs (22). Systematic
approaches to identify potentially relevant methodological
shortcomings have been proposed by several authors (22–24).
Suggested areas of scrutiny were assessment of clinical outcomes,
patient characteristics, study design, concentration design, and
dose design. The present study systematically reviewed and
analyzed randomized controlled trials (RCTs) which provided
information on the concentration-effect relationship (efficacy
or tolerability) in antidepressant treatment. We aimed at
addressing the question whether there is an association between
antidepressant drug concentration and clinical effects (efficacy
and side effects) and identified methodological shortcomings
in primary studies that systematically influence the relationship
between the variables. These questions will be approached both
qualitatively and quantitatively. The present study is, to our
knowledge, the first meta-analysis investigating the relationship
between antidepressant concentration and efficacy.

METHODS

Study Selection Process
The updated PRISMA criteria (25) were followed for the
present study. In a first step, the PubMed and Web of Science
databases were searched for RCTs as well as reviews and
meta-analyses (search last updated November 5, 2021). Search
algorithms included keywords for antidepressant drugs,
therapeutic drug monitoring, and concentration as well as
indicators for randomized trials or reviews/meta-analyses
(Supplementary Table 2). Records were screened by two
independent raters (TGR and CSMF). References from eligible
RCTs and reviews/meta-analyses were screened for further
suitable records by the same raters. The study was registered
with PROSPERO (ID: CRD42021246149). Whenever studies
were eligible but data on concentration values was not available,
data was requested from the authors. Criteria for inclusion and
exclusion according to PICOS (26) are listed in Table 1.

Risk of Bias Rating and Reporting Bias
Assessment
All eligible studies were assessed with the Cochrane Risk of
Bias tool 2.0 (27) by two independent raters (XMH and CSMF).
Disagreement was resolved through discussion. Results were
visualized using robvis (28). Reporting bias was assessed by
screening ClinicalTrials.gov for potentially unpublished records
with the search term “depression” in conjunction with either
“therapeutic drug monitoring”, “plasma”, “serum”, or “blood”
(search last updated November 9, 2021). To account for possible
publication bias, records included in the meta-analysis were
inspected visually via funnel plot and evaluated statistically by
linear regression test of funnel plot asymmetry (29) performed in
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TABLE 1 | Study selection process: inclusion and exclusion criteria (PICOS).

Domain Criteria

Inclusion Exclusion

Population Patients with depressive disorders (Major depression or

dysthymia), studies including small numbers of bipolar patients

currently being treated for depressive symptoms were also eligible

Patients fulfilling criteria for psychotic features

Intervention Patients treated with antidepressant medication as specified in the

search algorithm

Treatment with currently not recommended antidepressant

medication (9)

Comparison/ Control group Active, placebo, dose groups, concentration range groups Augmentation studies without study arm without augmentation

Outcomes Relationship between antidepressant concentration and clinical

effect, either efficacy, side effects, or both; qualitative and

quantitative report were acceptable

Graphic display of concentration-effect relationships without

qualitative or quantitative explanation in study

Study Design Randomized controlled trials Non-randomized studies, randomized cross-over studies,

long-term follow-up studies, short-term intravenous treatment

arms

R version 4.1.1 (30) using the metabias function from the meta
package (31).

Data Extraction
Outcome Definition
Outcomes of interest were reports of an association between
antidepressant concentration and clinical effect, either efficacy
or side effects. Reports could be qualitative or quantitative.
Continuous as well as categorical associations were eligible;
graphical presentation without in-text explanation or statistical
presentation were not eligible.

Qualitative Synthesis
Outcome criteria for qualitative synthesis were extracted from
eligible studies, separately for each substance included in studies
if available.

Quantitative Synthesis
For quantitative synthesis, means and standard deviations of
antidepressant concentrations in responders and non-responders
were assessed. Data on antidepressant concentration was either
reported in studies or calculated manually in cases where
numbers for concentrations and clinical response assessments
for the whole sample were given. Two a priori decisions
were made in the process of quantitative data extraction:
Firstly, criteria for response were taken from the primary
study if given or set to a response criterion suitable for the
instrument used for the determination of depression severity.
This criterion was used for all studies employing the same
instrument. Secondly, if studies reported concentrations from
multiple assessments over the course of the study, it was decided
to differentiate between fixed dose and flexible dose studies.
In fixed dose studies, concentration values after 2 weeks of
consecutive treatment were used for the analysis. In flexible
dose studies, the last report of concentration values in the
study was taken. Concentration values for drugs were calculated
as sum of all active compounds, as defined by Hiemke et
al. (9).

Concentration-Effect Specific Quality Assessment
To investigate the impact of potential moderators in
antidepressant concentration-effect research, definitions of
moderators and their operationalization had to be made. To
validate previous research on the influence of methodological
shortcomings of primary studies as moderators of the
antidepressant concentration-effect relationship, proposed
criteria from three studies were included (22–24) and adapted to
the specific purpose of this study. The inclusion of these criteria
has also been recommended in a recent protocol guideline for
systematic reviews for the development of therapeutic reference
ranges in psychotropic drugs (32). In total, 14 criteria were
formulated to assess the quality of primary studies, shown in
detail in Table 2. These criteria pertain to the assessment of
clinical outcomes, patient level characteristics, study design,
concentration design, and dose design. Outcome criteria
extraction in qualitative and quantitative synthesis as well
as rating of 14 quality criteria were performed for treatment
arms rather than studies, since treatment arms could differ
in report of outcome criteria and quality assessment. The
quality assessment was performed by two independent raters
(CSMF and TGR). Due to the broad range of publication
dates of studies included in this review and the potential
confounding of quality assessment results and age of publication,
a table of quality assessment results by decade of publication
was produced.

Statistical Analysis
Overall Effect
To quantitatively investigate the relationship between
antidepressant concentration and efficacy, an overall meta-
analysis of differences in the antidepressant concentration
between responders and non-responders was conducted
via RevMan (Version 5.4.1) (33) using standardized mean
differences and Hedges’ g as effect estimate in a random effects
model to account for assumed between-study heterogeneity.
I2 statistic was used for the assessment of heterogeneity
in effect sizes. Unfortunately, the relationship between
antidepressant concentration and side effects could not
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TABLE 2 | Quality assessment criteria.

Criteria numbers and names Definition/Operationalization

1. Validated analytical method for the determination of

concentration in serum or plasma

Chromatography (all substances) or immunoassay (TCAs only) (4, 23).

2. Steady-state Rated sufficient, if reported by authors.

3. Blood sampling and drug intake described Rated sufficient, if reported by authors and sampling time of concentrations was given.

4. Patient selection Classification system and diagnosis provided.

5. Measurement of illness severity and registration of

therapeutic improvement or worsening: structured scale

Rated sufficient if severity assessments were performed using structured scales.

6. Baseline assessment of depression severity Only if numerically reported, graphic display was not considered sufficient.

7. Adequate calculation of change Percent improvement, predefined response-criterion, baseline-final score, 1 baseline-final

score.

8. Sufficient time to rate effect Minimum treatment duration: 2 weeks.

9. Comedication Rated sufficient, if no comedication, which could influence pharmacokinetic or

pharmacodynamic properties, is given, or if a sub-analysis is provided. Exception was constant

somatic pre-treatment medication.

10. Placebo run-in Placebo wash-out or run-in phase at the beginning of treatment.

11. Elimination of placebo responders Elimination of placebo responders after predefined response criterion.

12. Dose design: fixed vs. flexible dose Fixed dose design required for at least 2 weeks, exception: Titration in first 2 weeks of

treatment. Otherwise rated insufficient.

13. Lower concentrations included to avoid ceiling effects

(±10%)

Reported concentration means ± SD or range include lower part of therapeutic reference

ranges (±10% of minimum concentration), graphic display not sufficient.

14. Adequate quantification of Side effects: structured scale

or objective measurement

Rated sufficient, if a structured scale or objective measurement (e.g., Electrocardiogram, blood

pressure, or pulse measurement) was used for assessment.

Item 13 therapeutic reference ranges see Hiemke et al. (9).

be investigated quantitatively, since the methods of side
effects assessment and reporting in primary studies were
highly heterogeneous.

Sensitivity Analyses
Sensitivity analyses were performed according to the following
a priori defined criteria: Exclusion of the study with the highest
weight, exclusion of studies including bipolar patients, exclusion
of studies not adopting a 50% response criterion, exclusion
of studies not using the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale
(HAMD) (34) or the Montgomery-Asberg Depression Rating
Scale (MADRS) (35) as assessment of depression severity,
exclusion of studies exhibiting a high risk of bias, exclusion
of studies not investigating a concentration-efficacy relationship
as primary endpoint, and exclusion of studies with mean
concentrations outside substance-specific therapeutic reference
ranges as defined by current guidelines (9).

Analysis of Quality Assessment Criteria as
Moderators
Quantitative analyses were performed in a stepwise exploratory
procedure. To quantify the impact of quality assessment criteria
as moderators of a concentration-efficacy relationship, a three-
step procedure was applied: The first two steps have been
described recently by Harrer et al. (36) for the execution of
meta-analyses in R.

I. First, a forced-entry meta-regression was performed using a
mixed effects model andmaximum likelihood effect estimator.

The maximum likelihood effect estimator was chosen over
a restricted maximum likelihood effect estimator to allow
calculation of ANOVAs at a later point in the analysis.
The effect sizes included in the meta-regression were also
calculated in R and were compared to those computed via
RevMan to ensure equivalency. Predictors included in the
meta-regression were dichotomous ratings of twelve quality
assessment criteria in each treatment arm as either “sufficient”
(1) or “insufficient” (0). Criteria 5 (Structured scale) and 14
(Adequate quantification of side effects) were not included due
to redundancy or inapplicability to the specific investigation of
concentration-efficacy relationships.

II. Afterwards, to test the specific contribution of single
quality assessment criteria as predictors, an iterative approach
was applied, calculating ANOVAs sequentially including
predictors in the model. Model fit was evaluated via likelihood
ratio test. Predictors reaching at least trend-level (p≤ 0.1) were
included in further analyses. Both the meta-regression and the
ANOVAs were calculated in R (30) using meta and metafor
packages (31, 37).

III. To investigate whether the quality assessment criteria
identified as relevant by this procedure would account
for differences in meta-analytical effect estimates, subgroup
analyses were performed via RevMan comparing studies
rated sufficient or insufficient on each of those criteria.
Subgroup comparisons were only conducted if a minimum
of three records per subgroup were available and the
predictor reached at least trend-level (p ≤ 0.1) in the
preceding analyses.
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TABLE 3 | Summarized results of the qualitative synthesis of 101 treatment arms in 65 studies.

Concentration-efficacy Concentration-side effects

Substance class (N

studies, N treatment

arms)

Positive

C-E

relationship

Negative

C-E

relationship

No C-E

relationship

Positive

C-SE

relationship

Negative

C-SE

relationship

No C-SE

relationship

TCA (47, 57) 19 5 33 9 – 14

SSRI (21, 27) 5 2 20 5 – 9

Tetra-CA (9, 9) 1 1 7 1 – 4

SSNRI (6, 6) 1 – 5 2 – –

MAO-Inhibitors (1, 1) – – 1 – – –

SNDRI (1, 1) – – 1 – – –

C-E, Concentration-efficacy; C-SE, Concentration-side effects; SSNRI, Venlafaxine; MAO-Inhibitors, Moclobemide; SNDRI, Bupropion.

Finally, forest plots of subgroup differences identified as
significant (p ≤ 0.05) were retrieved for visualization of
subgroup differences.

The influence of subgroup variables identified as significant in
the total sample was re-evaluated in the smaller subsamples of
TCAs and SSRIs.

Further Subgroup Analyses
Additional subgroup analyses were conducted with RevMan
to investigate the influence of participant age (38, 39),
antidepressant classes, cumulative study quality, and publication
date (before 1990 and after 1990). To investigate cumulative
study quality, studies were grouped according to median split
quality assessment (23, 24). The cut-off for publication date
before and after 1990 was considered as subgroup variable,
because it has been argued that placebo rates in antidepressant
treatment studies have been stable since the 1990s (40). In
addition, a subgroup analysis for placebo- vs. active-controlled
trials was considered but not possible, as only two placebo-
controlled studies were eligible for meta-analysis.

RESULTS

Study Selection Process
The study selection process is presented in detail in
Supplementary Figure 1. Out of 4,934 records, 170 were
suitable for full-text analysis. A total of 65 studies encompassing
3,782 participants was found eligible for inclusion in qualitative
synthesis. Of these, 19 studies, providing data on 764 participants,
were included in the meta-analysis. The majority of studies had
an active control-group design (N = 40), followed by dose
control-group design (N = 9) and placebo control-group design
(N = 8). Three studies included an augmentation control-group
design, and two compared concentration groups. One study
each had an active plus dose control-group design, TDM
vs. no TDM, and traditional vs. intravenous dosing design,
respectively. Substance classes included in this review were TCAs
(47 studies, 57 treatment arms), SSRIs (21 studies, 27 treatment
arms), tetracyclic antidepressants (9 studies, 9 treatment arms),
SSNRIs (6 studies, 6 treatment arms), one MAO inhibitor
(moclobemide; one study, one treatment arm), and one selective

noradrenaline-dopamine reuptake inhibitor (bupropion; one
study, one treatment arm). Key information for included
substances is summarized in Supplementary Table 3, including
relevant enzymes and efflux transporters involved in substance
metabolization, adverse effects associated with the substance
classes, and usual daily dose. In addition, information relevant
for TDM is given, including elimination half-life, therapeutic
reference ranges, and levels of recommendation for TDM as
reported by Hiemke et al. (9).

The most common reasons for exclusion were the absence
of a report or insufficient information on antidepressant
concentration-effect relationships and unsuitable study design or
sample characteristics. As studies often included multiple active
comparators, the total number of treatment arms was 101 in
the qualitative synthesis and 27 in the quantitative synthesis.
Detailed information on all included trials with antidepressant
drug, number of subjects with concentration data, percentage
of female participants, mean age, diagnosis and classification
system, dose of antidepressant drug, control group, outcomes
(efficacy and side effects), and results from quality assessment are
shown in Supplementary Table 4. This study does not include
unpublished data.

Risk of Bias Rating and Reporting Bias
Assessment
Fifty studies exhibited a high risk of bias in at least one of the
domains (Supplementary Figure 2). Only one study was rated
with a low risk of bias. Linear regression test of funnel plot
asymmetry as well as visual inspection did not exhibit significant
results (t = 0.81, p= 0.42) (Supplementary Figure 3). Search for
unpublished records on ClinicalTrials.gov yielded one potentially
eligible study (identifier NCT00812812). The record was not
published; results were reported but did not fulfill inclusion
criteria for this review.

Qualitative Synthesis
A summary of the results is provided in Table 3. In general,
the reports of studies on concentration-efficacy relationships are
highly heterogeneous, with a majority of studies reporting no
relationship between the variables. However, in the subsamples
of studies investigating TCAs and SSRIs, more studies report
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FIGURE 1 | Overall effect estimate. Overall effect estimates across N treatment arms = 27, in N = 19 studies. AT, Amitriptyline; BUP, Bupropion; CIT, Citalopram;

CLO, Clomipramine; DMI, Desipramine; DOX, Doxepin; ESC, Escitalopram; FLX, Fluoxetine; FVX, Fluvoxamine; MAP, Maprotiline; NT, Nortriptyline; PAR, Paroxetine;

VFX, Venlafaxine.

findings of a positive association between concentration and
efficacy (higher concentrations associated with greater response)
than of a negative association (higher concentrations associated
with poorer response). The majority of studies reporting
information on concentration-side effects relationships likewise
reported no association between concentration and side effects.
Nevertheless, studies which did find an association between
concentration and side effects unanimously report positive
relationships, indicating more frequent or more severe side
effects with higher concentrations.

Quantitative Synthesis
The combined effect estimate across 27 treatment arms from
19 studies included in the meta-analysis is −0.05 (−0.31, 0.21)
[p ≤ 0.05, 95% confidence interval (CI), Hedges’ g; Figure 1],
which does not indicate a significant difference in antidepressant
concentration between responders and non-responders.
Information on the specific antidepressant concentrations,
response criteria, and concentration determination are given in
Supplementary Table 5.

Sensitivity analyses were mostly unremarkable. None of the
analyses yielded significant results (Supplementary Table 6).
Notably, none of the studies included in meta-analysis applied
the MADRS for the assessment of depression severity, thus, only
the HAMD was eligible for sensitivity analyses. However,
exclusion of studies with mean concentrations outside
of substance-specific therapeutic reference ranges greatly
diminished heterogeneity.

Identification of Quality Assessment
Criteria as Moderators
To investigate the potential of methodological properties of
primary studies as moderators of the concentration-effect
relationship, a quality assessment of all eligible studies (65
studies, including 101 treatment arms) on 14 criteria was
conducted. The results are presented separately for all studies
and the subsample of studies included in the meta-analysis in
Figure 2. Criteria most often rated insufficient were Elimination
of placebo responders, Placebo run-in and Steady state. This also
applied for the meta-analysis subsample. On the other hand,
Structured scale, Time, and Adequate rating of side effects were
most often rated sufficient.

In qualitative synthesis, a meaningful interpretation of the
impact of quality criteria as moderators of antidepressant
concentration-effect relationships is restricted by the
heterogeneity of findings across studies. Comparison of quality
assessment ratings in the five decades for which publications
were found indicated increasing quality until the 1990s, and a
decline afterwards. Note that this association is observational
and not based on statistical comparison. Results are reported in
Supplementary Table 7.

A more systematic investigation of quality criteria as
moderators of the concentration-efficacy relationship was
possible in quantitative analysis, which was performed according
to the three-step procedure described above. For this analysis, we
report the following results.

I. Results from meta-regression including 12 eligible quality
assessment criteria as dichotomous predictors (0 =
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FIGURE 2 | Quality assessment results. The total sample included 101 treatment arms from 65 studies, the meta-analysis subsample included 27 treatment arms

from 19 studies, * Item 14 was only rated in studies investigating concentration-side effects associations, which was irrelevant in meta-analysis.

TABLE 4 | Subgroup analyses of potential moderators.

Criterion (N treatments arms) Chi2 df p I2

Baseline severity [Yes (16) vs. No (11)] 1.6 1 0.21 37.4%

Dose design [Fixed (18) vs. Flexible (9)] 5.68 1 0.02 82.4%

Lower concentrations included [Yes (20) vs. No (7)] 3.74 1 0.05 73.3%

TCA subsample

Dose design [Fixed (12) vs. Flexible (4)] 6.09 1 0.01 83.6%

Lower concentrations included [Yes (12) vs. No (4)] 0.53 1 0.47 0%

SSRI subsample

Dose design [Fixed (3) vs. Flexible (4)] 0.46 1 0.50 0%

Lower concentrations included [Yes (4) vs. No (3)] 3.87 1 0.05 74.2%

insufficient, 1 = sufficient) revealed three significant or
trend-level predictors: Baseline severity (p ≤ 0.05), Dose
design (p ≤ 0.01), and Lower concentrations included (p ≤

0.1). Detailed results are shown in Supplementary Figure 4.
Positive numbers indicate higher effect sizes with a “sufficient”
rating; this was the case for quality assessment criteria Dose
design (estimate = 0.8762) and Lower concentrations included
(estimate = 0.5812). Negative numbers signify smaller
effect sizes with “sufficient” rating, as can be observed for
Baseline severity (estimate = −0.7263). The total amount of
heterogeneity accounted for by all predictors was estimated at
R2 = 69.37%, which means that 69.37% of the differences in
true effect sizes can be explained by the predictors included in
the meta-regression.

II. To identify contributions of individual predictors, iterative
ANOVAs were conducted with sequential inclusion of

predictors. Results are displayed in Supplementary Figure 5.
Significant or trend-level differences in model fit were
observed for Adequate change and Lower concentrations
included (p ≤ 0.1), Time (p ≤ 0.05), and Dose design (p
≤ 0.01). Including Akaike’s information criterion with the
correction for small sample sizes (AICc) as criterion of model
superiority, the only favorable quality assessment criterion
was Dose design, with a smaller AICc in the full than in the
reduced model.

III. All potential moderators identified by eithermeta-regression
or ANOVAs were validated by subgroup analyses, provided
that there were at least three treatment arms per subgroup.
Results are shown in Table 4. Two quality criteria yielded
significant results in subgroup comparison, Dose design (Chi2

= 5.68, df= 1, p= 0.02, I2 = 82.4%) and Lower concentrations
included (Chi2 = 3.74, df= 1, p= 0.05, I2 = 73.3%), indicating
a significant moderating impact on the relationship between
concentration and efficacy.

Quality Assessment Criteria as Subgroup
Variables
To further investigate the impact of Dose design and Lower
concentrations included as moderators, visual inspection of
forest plots including subgroups of studies rated sufficient
or insufficient are shown in Figures 3 and 4. The dosing
protocol in primary studies moderates the relationship between
concentration and efficacy significantly. The mean effect
estimated across studies which used a fixed dose design was
positive at 0.20 (CI −0.12, 0.51; p = 0.22, I2 = 43%), i.e., higher
mean concentrations in responders than in non-responders,
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FIGURE 3 | Subgroup analysis “Dose design”. Overall effect estimates across N treatment arms = 27, in N = 19 studies. AT, Amitriptyline; BUP, Bupropion; CIT,

Citalopram; CLO, Clomipramine; DMI, Desipramine; DOX, Doxepin; ESC, Escitalopram; FLX, Fluoxetine; FVX, Fluvoxamine; MAP, Maprotiline; NT, Nortriptyline; PAR,

Paroxetine; VFX, Venlafaxine.

although this effect did not attain significance. The opposite
pattern was observed in studies using a flexible dose design, with
an overall subgroup effect estimate of −0.45 (CI −0.87, −0.02; p
= 0.04, I2 = 71%), reflecting significantly lower concentrations
in responders than in non-responders.

For quality assessment criterion Lower concentrations included
as subgroup variable, a similar bidirectional effect size pattern
is present: In studies including lower concentrations, the mean
effect size was 0.08 (CI−0.15, 0.31; p = 0.49, I2 = 35%),
whereas studies not including lower concentrations showed a
mean effect size of−0.77 (CI−1.61, 0.06; p= 0.07, I2 = 78%). A
significant concentration-efficacy relationship was not observed
in either subgroup.

TCA and SSRI Subsample Analyses
Separate subsample-analyses were conducted for the more
homogenous groups of TCAs and SSRIs, including the previously
identified significant moderators of effect (Dose design and Lower
concentrations included). Results are displayed in Table 4. In
the TCA subsample, including 16 treatment arms, Dose design
significantly moderates the effect (Chi2 = 6.09, df = 1, p =

0.01, I2 = 83.6%), with mean effect sizes of 0.19 (−0.12, 0.49;
p = 0.23, I2 = 0%) in the fixed dose subgroup and −1.03
(−1.94,−0.11; p= 0.03, I2 = 80%) in the flexible dose subgroup,

reflecting significantly lower concentrations in responders than
in non-responders. However, for Lower concentrations included
as subgroup variable, subgroups were not significantly different
(Chi2 = 0.53, df= 1, p= 0.47, I2 = 0%).

In the SSRI subsample, including seven treatment arms, no
subgroup effect for the criterionDose designwas detected (Chi2 =
0.46, df= 1, p= 0.50, I2 = 0%). However, subgroup comparison
is significant for criterion Lower concentrations included (Chi2

= 3.87, df = 1, p = 0.05, I2 = 74.2%), with treatment arms
including lower concentrations showing an overall effect of 0.21
(−0.13, 0.56; p = 0.22, I2 = 1%), whereas treatment arms
not including lower concentrations exhibited a negative overall
effect of −1.00 (−2.17, 0.16; p = 0.09, I2 = 71%). A significant
concentration-efficacy relationship could not be observed in
either subgroup. However, the results were in line with the
results and effect size pattern found in the analysis of the
total sample.

Further Subgroup Analyses
Additional subgroup analyses were performed to further explore
sources of heterogeneity, investigating age of study participants,
antidepressant classes, cumulative study quality, and publication
date (before 1990 and after 1990) as subgroup variables. Results
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FIGURE 4 | Subgroup analysis “Lower concentrations included”. Overall effect estimates across N treatment arms = 27, in N = 19 studies. AT, Amitriptyline; BUP,

Bupropion; CIT, Citalopram; CLO, Clomipramine; DMI, Desipramine; DOX, Doxepin; ESC, Escitalopram; FLX, Fluoxetine; FVX, Fluvoxamine; MAP, Maprotiline; NT,

Nortriptyline; PAR, Paroxetine; VFX, Venlafaxine.

are shown in Supplementary Table 8. None of the subgroup
comparisons attained significance.

DISCUSSION

In our study on the association between antidepressant
concentrations and clinical effects in randomized controlled
trials, we report the following results:

I. The majority of studies investigated TCAs (47 studies, 57
treatment arms), followed by SSRIs (21 studies, 27 treatment
arms), tetracyclic antidepressants (9 studies, 9 treatment
arms), SSNRIs (6 studies, 6 treatment arms), one MAO
inhibitor (moclobemide; one study, one treatment arm) and
one selective noradrenaline-dopamine reuptake inhibitor
(bupropion; one study, one treatment arm).

II. The results from qualitative and overall quantitative
synthesis generally reflect the current state of evidence on
antidepressant concentration-effect research: Heterogenous
findings and a high variability in quality and methods
used in primary studies (23). In our meta-analysis, the
heterogeneity is reflected by a wide range of effect estimates
in single studies and a small overall effect. The majority

of studies did not report findings of a concentration-
efficacy relationship, and only a smaller fraction of studies
investigated concentration-side effects associations. The
assessment of side effects was highly heterogenous. Valid
conclusions could not be drawn from these results.
Assessment of treatment efficacy was more homogenous.
Notably, historical changes of diagnostic criteria and rating
instruments for depressive disorders are a source of between-
study heterogeneity.

III. However, the results from this study provide statistical
evidence for the impact of moderating factors, which
substantially influence the relationship between
antidepressant concentration and efficacy. The investigation
of such sources of heterogeneity and their specific impact
on concentration-efficacy associations was the main goal
of this study. Due to the influence of these moderators, the
currently published research collectively does not allow a
reliable inference on the relationship between TDM and
clinical outcomes.

Although impact of such moderating factors has been
hypothesized by multiple authors (9, 11, 22, 23, 41–44),
statistical support for an influence of these moderators on
the association between antidepressant concentration and
clinical efficacy has so far not been provided. By performing
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exploratory analyses (meta-regression and ANOVAs) of
the impact of previously described potential moderators of
concentration-efficacy relationships, we were able to identify two
methodological properties of primary studies which significantly
moderate the association between antidepressant concentration
and efficacy:

First, we could demonstrate a substantial impact of the dose
design used in primary studies on the association between
antidepressant concentration and efficacy. The use of a fixed dose
design has already been described as the best way to address the
question whether there is a relationship between concentration
and effect, not only in antidepressant treatment, but in
pharmacological treatment in general (32, 41). Flexible dose
studies are often designed to provide evidence for antidepressant
efficacy in comparison to placebo or active control groups. By
adjusting doses according to non-response or development of
side effects, the efficacy of antidepressant drugs may be enhanced
in comparison to control groups in these studies. However, a
meaningful relationship between concentration and efficacy may
be obscured by the flexible study designs: It has been theorized
that inverse relationships between concentration and efficacy
could result from higher dosing in non-responders and lowered
dosing in case of side effects in studies employing a flexible dose
design (45). The opposite direction of effects in fixed and flexible
dose design studies in our subgroup analysis provides strong
support for this hypothesis.

Second, another significant moderator of the relationship
between concentration and efficacy was the inclusion or
exclusion of antidepressant concentrations in the lower- or
subtherapeutic range in primary studies. As has been described
recently (22), neuropsychopharmacological drugs tend to exhibit
two opposite directions of effect across their respective range
of concentrations. In lower concentration ranges, there seems
to be a positive direction of effect, increasing efficacy with
increasing concentrations. However, in higher concentration
ranges, a negative direction could be observed, indicating a
decline in efficacy with increasing concentrations. This biphasic
concentration-efficacy relationship has already been shown for
TCAs in systematic reviews (11, 12) and in a recent mega-analysis
including four newer antidepressants (mirtazapine, escitalopram,
duloxetine, and venlafaxine) (46).

In our analysis, the higher concentrations in non-responders
than in responders in studies not including lower concentrations
might therefore be caused by a deterioration of efficacy or a
higher degree of side effects, potentially confounding efficacy
assessments in higher concentration ranges.

Several limitations of this study have to be addressed: A
general limitation is the higher number of studies investigating
TCAs, both in the qualitative review and the meta-analysis.
However, considering the weight of studies, which directly
influences their impact on effect estimates, non-TCA treatment
arms make up for 45.7% of the total weight of studies included in
the meta-analysis.

Notably, results from separate analyses in TCA and SSRI
subsamples showed that for TCAs, Dose design significantly
moderates the association between concentration and efficacy,
with higher concentrations in non-responders than in responders

in flexible dose studies. Lower concentrations included did not
significantly moderate the effect in the TCA subsample. However,
in the SSRI subsample, the inclusion or exclusion of lower
concentrations significantly moderated the association between
antidepressant concentration and efficacy, with bidirectional
effect size patterns, a positive subgroup effect estimate in studies
including lower concentrations, and a negative subgroup effect
estimate in studies not including lower concentrations. Dose
design did not significantly moderate the association between
concentration and efficacy in the SSRI subsample. These results
must be interpreted with regard to the smaller number of
available treatment arms, which may have limited the power of
the analyses.

Other sources of between-study heterogeneity might also
have implications for the interpretation of overall results.
The present study included results from adolescents, adults,
and older adults. Subgroup analysis investigating a potential
impact of age did not yield significant results, although the
number of studies with older adult participants was too
small for inclusion in subgroup comparison. As mentioned
before, it became apparent that efficacy and side effect
reports differed substantially in primary studies, which must
be considered in the interpretation of combined results.
Furthermore, the methods used for investigating concentration-
efficacy relationships differed greatly. While some studies
reported correlations between concentration and efficacy, others
used concentration values as predictors of treatment response.
Comparisons of concentrations in treatment responders and
non-responders, as well as numbers of responders in predefined
concentration ranges were used as outcome measurements, too.
This diversity limits the interpretation of results from qualitative
synthesis. Additionally, some studies reported concentration-
effect relationships for a combination of treatment arms
whenever the results were in the same direction. While
this does not have implications for the direction of effect,
differences in themagnitude of concentration-effect relationships
were not considered. Finally, one major reason for between-
study heterogeneity were differences in diagnoses as well as
classification systems. In quantitative synthesis, this could be
accounted for by sensitivity analyses investigating the influence
of differences in depression rating systems and classifications.
None of the analyses showed significant results. Furthermore,
it has been argued that ratings on scales frequently used in the
assessment of depression may be regarded as equivalent (47).
Finally, another potential source of between-study heterogeneity
might have been the broad range of publication dates of
studies included in qualitative and quantitative analysis, with
the earliest studies published in the 1970s. As shown in
Supplementary Table 7, overall quality assessment increased
until the 1990s, however, it declined afterwards. In an attempt
to quantitatively investigate the potential impact of publication
date, a subgroup analysis of studies published before and after
1990 did not exhibit significant results.

Limitations concerning the quality assessment of studies
pertain to several aspects: Treatment arms were rated insufficient
whenever information on the quality assessment criterion was
missing. This approach might have led to underestimating the
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quality of some studies. Moreover, it was necessary to define
operationalizations for criteria which applied to all substances.
However, this general approachmight not have accounted for the
variability between substances. For example, quality assessment
criterion Lower concentrations included was rated sufficient
if an interval of 10% around the lowest defined therapeutic
concentration (9) was met. However, for substances with a
narrower therapeutic range, a small difference in concentration
might be associated with a greater difference in effect than
it would for drugs with a wider therapeutic range and a
lower toxicity.

Another relevant aspect was the assessment and report of
active metabolites in primary studies, which was not always
the case. However, the active metabolites have an influence
on treatment effect and thus on the relationship between
concentration and effect. Notably, none of the studies included in
quantitative synthesis failed to report data for active metabolites.

Finally, due to the study design, we only investigated quality
criteria which were identified as potential moderators via meta-
regression or ANOVAs. This led to disregarding other quality
assessment criteria, which did not yield at least trend level
results in the described analyses for the final subgroup analysis.
However, many of the proposed quality criteria were too
homogenous across studies to be able to determine meaningful
subgroup differences between studies rated “sufficient” or
“insufficient” on the respective criteria.

To address the titular question of the present study, whether
TDM is relevant in antidepressant drug treatment, we provided
statistical evidence that the fundamental precondition for
relevance of TDM in antidepressant treatment, a relationship
between concentration and effect, cannot be answered with
certainty based on the randomized-controlled trials available
today. As has been demonstrated, methodological deficits
of primary studies may have prevented past research from
finding significant associations between the variables, thus
underestimating the relevance of TDM in enabling a more
efficient and safer antidepressant drug treatment.

CONCLUSION

The present study is the first study to date to provide statistical
evidence for the impact of methodological shortcomings in

primary studies on the relationship between antidepressant
concentration and efficacy. These methodological shortcomings
may have prevented past research on antidepressants from
finding evidence for the basic assumption of TDM, association
between concentration and efficacy. Future research should
consider these results in the design of studies investigating
concentration-efficacy relationships or use the applied method
for investigating moderators in other drug classes. Since evidence
for concentration effect relationship is poor not only for
antidepressant drugs, it may be assumed that the observed
shortcomings are also relevant for other psychotropic and non-
psychotropic drugs.
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